2012 PTPM Holy Land Pilgrimage

LUGGAGE RIBBONS & TAGS

Instructions
1. BEFORE THE TRIP—
Each member is given four (4) sets
of Yellow (or Green) Ribbons and Tags
(Brown cardboard).
2. Each set is comprised of:
(A) Yellow Ribbon (with your Name)
(B) Brown cardboard Tag (with
Name, Room#, etc)
(C) Plastic/String Fasteners
3. Do the following to the outside handle
of EACH of your luggage, including handcarried bags—
(A) Insert one end of the yellow (or
Green) Ribbon to your luggage handle
loop. At the middle of the ribbon, tie a
knot around the loop with the other end of
the ribbon Make sure that your Name
shows down the other half of the ribbon;
\
(B) Tie the brown cardboard Tag to
your luggage, using the two plastic-string
Fasteners. (You may use stronger kinds
of fasteners, as needed).

4. UPON ARRIVAL AT THE HOTEL—
(A) Each member will be given four
(4) blank Hotel Labels;
(B) Group Leaders get “ROOM
NUMBERS” from the hotel counter, and
inform their own group members;
(C) Each member identifies his/her
own luggage, writes down the ROOM
NUMBER on the blank Hotel Label, and
affixes it to the brown TAG. Do this for all
luggage.

(D) Hotel Porters will deliver the
luggage to the indicated Room Numbers.

5. AT DEPARTURE FROM THE HOTEL—
(A) Please leave luggage outside your
rooms, for porters to bring to the Bus;
(B) Identify your own luggage before
entering the Bus.

SUMMARY-(1) Every day, when bus arrives at the new
hotel, the Bus Leader (or assigned person)
goes to the counter to get all the KEYS, and
gives to Group Leaders to distribute to their
group members. The keys will be inside
separate envelopes, which has the new
ROOM NUMBER.
(2) The Group Leader then gives out the
STICKERS to group members. The stickers
will have the new hotel's name on it. Each
member gets 4 stickers for his/her 4
luggages or handbags.
(3) The members identify their own
luggaqges at the Hotel Lobby, and writes
their ROOM NUMBERS on the Hotel
STICKERS (given to them in the bus), and
affix the stickers on the Baggage TAGS of
their own luggage.
(4) Then go for DINNER or relax in their
rooms--and the Porters will deliver the
luggage, based on the Sticker's Room
Numbers.
(As of Sept. 2, 2011)

